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SOME NEW SOUTH WALES STATISTICS
AS AT 30 JUNE 1978
The lengths of roads in various classifications.
Freeways .............................................................
Main Roads .........................................................

127 km
10 471 km
7103km
18 400 krn

.....................

426 km

.......................
.......................

(inthe unincorporated area of the Western
Division)
Unclassified Roads ..
....
(inthe incorporatedarea o
Wales)
Total ....
................................................
Total length of Pub1
listed abow .........
Area ..........................
RegisteredMotorVehicles ..............................
Population ...........................................

83km
42 781 krn

2,768,699
5,110,600.
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Cold is the heart that is not fired with interest and excitement at the sight of a grand old veteran car. In the elderly,
they stir memories of the almost forgotten challenges of
early motoring and raise in young minds the mystery of
how such fragile vehicles went so far and sulvived so
long.
Often retrieved from obscurity in long-locked garages or
derelict farm sheds, most veteran vehicles have been
lovingly restored over many months by their new owners.
Countless hours of study and hard work - tracking davn
missing parts, reassembling chassis, engine and body,
painting and polishing - inevitably precede the pleasures
of the occasional rally with like-minded enthusiasts. Our
photographer recently recorded some scenes from just
such a rally and we have included some of these views
on pp. 14-15.
The term “veteran” is. of course, not restricted to either
cars or people. On pp. 10-11 we provide some fresh
research into the origins of a “veteran” bridge near Tamworth. which is, in fact, a little older than the cars we’ve
shavn in the rally photos. With no brass to polish and no
horns to toot. old bridges don’t have the same impact as
old cars but, nevertheless, they can be just as interesting
and valuable - as reminders of yesterday’s styles and techniques.
While constant care and repair are essential in keeping
any car (new or old) on the road, the same degree of concern and maintenance are needed to keep roads “on the
r o a d . It is no longer (if it ever was) a matter of simply
”slicing the tops ofl the bumps and throwing them into
the potholes”. Cutting back old road pavements before
resurfacing has invariably been a troublesome task hcuwer, the Department’s new Pavement Profiler (see
article on pp. 7-9)will make the job easier. The Department
is the first State Road Authority in Australia to purchase
one of these machines and to introduce this new method
of road maintenance.
So you see, our love for old things doesn’t stop us from
using new equipment and introducing new techniques.
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NOW

and in the FUTURE
...ALook at Departmental Finance and Planning
In such a large commercial and community-oriented organisation a s the
Department of Main Roads. planning for NOW i s a matter of tailoring
yesterday's plans for the future to meetpresent-day requirements. It is
also essential that plans be made for thefuture in an endeavour t o steer
an appropriate course which will effectively provide for the better
Gnancin& construction and maintenance of tomorrow's main roads.

THENOW
Men and money
The Commissioner for Main Roads is
responsible for financingthe
construction and maintenance of
42 781 km of roads in New South Wales,
of which 37 OOO km form the proclaimed
main roads system.To present these
roads to the public to an adequate
standard requires the services of a
workforce of some 15.470persons made
up of the Department's personnel,
council employees engaged on
subsidisedworks, and contractors and
their employees.
To finance this workforce and to provide
itwithmaterials forits operations, the
Department of Main Roads obtains funds
from two principal sources -State motor
vehicle taxation and grants from the
Australian Government. In the 1977/78
financial yearthe total receipts from all
sources amounted to $370 million.
Motor vehicle registration in New South
Wales now totals almost 2.4 million
vehicles. This is an increase of about 18%
since 1972/73, bringing another367,OMI
vehicles onto the State's road system in
that time.
In spite ofthis increase invehicle
numbers, receipts from motor vehicle
taxation have dwindled in real terms by
some 21%since 1972/73 and amounted
toonly$122,9miIlion or33.256of the
total income in 1977/78.
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This inflationaryspiral is doubly apparent
when it is considered that, even though
there was a 33%%increase in motor
vehicle taxation rates in 1976,the
average receipt per vehicle from this
source has fallen in the same period by
33% when expressed in 1977/78 values.

Old roads
There is a need to reconstmct many
thousands of kilometres of road and
many hundreds of timber bridges which
were built by councils and other
authorities priorto the formation of the
Main Roads Board in 1925.
Many of these roads have never been
adequately realigned and many of the
bridges (particularlyin the more remote
rural areas of the State) are still in
sewice. These bridges are rapidly
approaching the end of their economic
and structural life andwill need
replacement ve y soon.
There is increasing difficulty in
"maintaining the asset" of our older
roads and bridges. Obviously,with the
passage of time, considerably more
lengths of road throughout the State will
reach the stage of requiringeithermajor
reconsttllction or an ever increasing
investment in maintenance costs -and
many more bridges will require either
replacement or much more money being
spent on them than at present to keep
them safe and serviceable.
With continuing inflation having a drastic

and detrimental impact on the real value
of the finance available for road and
bridge works, it is Imperatlw that
increased funds be found to "maintain
the asset'' which has been established for
thecommunityoverpast years
Roads and bridges are not
PERMANENT assets As soon as they
are C0nstructt.d they commence to w a r
out through usage, as does every other
commodityw use
Local Government is also concerned
about road issues and road finance.As
an echo of this concern. an address by
Mr. A.L Morse, 0 . B E. to the 1978
Annual Conference of the Shires
Association of New South Wales.
highlighted the point that there is serious
concern in LocalGovemmentwith the
deteriorating position of the rural roads
and bndges in this State. He statedthat.
because of the inadequacy of the bridge
subsidyand the fact that grants for works
on rural roads have not kept pace with
the loss of value in money terms. some
councils wre unable to maintain the
standards of existing roads - let alone
make any impact in new areas.
He emphasised that a day of crisis was
not far away. He said "Gouemments in
their desire IO meet the legitimate needs
01 the cornmunitb. are perhaps directing
a too large portion of the national
resources to U hat might looselk be called
human, cultural or we,fore needs This IS
at the expense of the more basic
progrummes As a nation. it is obvious
that we cannot do all the things that we
uould like to do. There are simply not
enough resources to go around
"It IS a matter thenjor ourgovernments
to decide which things are the most
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urgent. to constantly review priorities and
to do thingsfint which will benefit the
nation most.
“The economic cost to the community of
roads and bridges that are not allocated
enough funds to permit reasonable
standards to be maintained is great in
this land of long distances.
lmprouements to them must advance our
ability to do the other things which
contribute to the fuller life that we all
desire.”
He also made reference to the revenue
sharing scheme introduced by the
Australian Government in 1976 as part
of its policy fora newfederalism. This
revenue sharing on a percentage share
of personal income tax collections of the
preceding year provided some $60.3
million distributed to Local Government
during 1977178. This has all the
elements of a growth sharing source of
funds for Local Government.

Cornroewealth Road. Grant.
The Department of Main Roads, along
with other Australian State Road
Authorities, is dependent to a large
degree on Commonwealth grants, which
currently are a fixed amount over each
of three years. The present legislation for
the source of Commonwealth major
funds to the State Road Authorities is
through the States Grants (Roads) Act,
1977 which covers the three year period
to 30 June 1980.
Although not built into the legislation,a
promise was made by the
Commonwealth Minister for Transport in
introducingthe Bill for Roads Grants that
the value of the previously announced
grants would be maintained in “real
terms’:
A scheme based on an implicit price
deflator index tied to particular
expenditures in the national accounts
(although not particularly applicable to
the road construction industy). provided
an increase of 10.1%for the 1978/79
grants. The Commonwealth Treasuy.
however. provided only a 6.95% increase
to the States, thus further eroding the
grantswhich the States receive to cany
out many of their construction and
maintenance projects.
Both State and Commonwealth
Governments have recently rejected a
form of alternative funding based on
road usage and in-builtto a degree to
inflation. This alternative was proposed
bythe Heads of the various State Road
Authorities in an attempt to solve the
present, and future, difficulty. The
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proposal involved the Australian
Government in imposing a special fuel
tax levy of 1.2 cents a litre which, it was
estimated, would provide a national total
of $180 million each year to be
earmarked for roads.
At this stage, there is no reason to doubt
that funds at least at the Same level in
real terms will be provided specificallyfor
roads in future legislation. It is extremely
likely that either in the next Act in 1980
or the following one in 1983, the
Australian Government will be dealing
with land transport grants. Competition
for available funds will depend on
cost/benefit analysis of various projects
which will ensure the “best” use of
available resources.
Australian Government budget outlay for
transport and communication
throughout Australia for 1978/79
provides for $769.3 million or 2.7% in a
total budget outlay of $28,869.5 million.
In contrast, the budget outlay for
transport and communication for
Australia for 1976/77was $988 million
or4.18of a total budget outlayof
$24,122.7 million.
Road transport’s share of this $769.3
million is $508 million or 1.759% of total
budget. While providing an approximate
7% increase in Commonwealth funds
overthe 1977/78 figure, this share is still

a decreasing percentage of the total
budget outlay from 1.978%in 1976177
to 1.759% in 1978/79.
As an indication of the priorities set by
the Australian Government, an amount
of $35.5million (formingpart of the total
appropriation to the National Capital
Development Commission for all works
in the Australian Capital Tenitoy) is
being provided for construction.
improvement and maintenance of urban,
arterial and rural roads, highways and
bridges in the Australian Capital
Tenitoy. including parking facilitiesand
public transport. In comparison. an
amount of $30.7 million has been
provided ty the Commonwealth for
urban arterial roads in Sydney.
Newcastle and Wollongong.
Furthermore. the National Capital
Development Commission has no
acquisition or public utility adjustment
costs. These “hidden” costs can be up
to 50%of the cost of urban road
construction in New South Wales.
R a d maintenance t u
Road maintenance tax revenue
contributedjust over$l9 million to the
Department’s funds in 1977178. All of
this revenue. as required by the Road
Maintenance (Contribution)Act 1958, is
expended on maintenance of roads and
bridges.
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The charge at 0.17 cents per
tonne/kilometre for the additional wear
these vehicles cause to public streets was
introduced in 1958.Since 1972/73the
receipts from this source haw declined
in real terms by 50%.When expressed
in 1977/78values, they have declined
from $38.2 million to $19 million in
1977/78.

Loan.
In 1977/78,$10 millionwas borrowed
under Semi-Governmentloan
allocations for construction works. A
further $3million was b o r r w d in June
1977 for use in 1977178.An additional
amount of $9 million was provided from
repayable State Gowrnment Loan
Funds.
The increase in the total loan borrowings
from $8.5million in 1972173to $22
million in 1977/78 has thus partlyoffset
the loss in real value of receipts from
motor vehicle registration tax and road
maintenance charges.
While increases in loan funds have
enabled some road projects to be
completed, the continued use of high
loan allocations is undesirable. As debt
charges on loan funds must be met from
motorvehicle registration tax (because
Commonwealthgrants and road
maintenancecharges are not available
for this purpose). new capital works have
to be deferred each year in order to meet
the charges due on loans already raised.

THEFUTURE
Finds
What then of the future for a road
authority such as this Department?
For 1977/78, expenditure on
construction and reconstruction,
including land acquisition, accounted for
$189 million or 49%of the Department's
total expenditure of $387 million.
Expenditure on maintenance and minor
improvements on the other hand,
excluding traffic facilities,accounted for
$91 million or 23.6%of the total
expenditure. This also included
approxlmately $9 million which had to be
provided for restoration of flood damage
resulting from natural disasters.
For 1978/79 funds up to a total of $465
million are available for roadworks. Of
this amount, $40 million is from special
loan raisings over a period of two years
to allow majorworks,principally in the
urban areas of Sydney, Newcastle and
Wollongong to be commenced.
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Included in the total of $465 million are
a Treasuy loan of $38million together
with $167 million from the
Commonwealthand $220 million from
normal State source revenues. After
providing about $36 million for rural and
urban local roads, about $429 million is
available for spending on almost
37 OOO km of proclaimed main roads.
Total loan funds for 1978/79 amount to
some 26% of the total State source
revenue and some 18%of the total
Departmental expenditure. Until the last
few years, loan funds were used for
specificworks such as tollworkswhich are
revenue producing works able to repay
the loans. Nowthey are provided to
make up any shortfalls in revenue.

Works prograrma
Aprogmmme of majorworks for
1978/81 has been developed and it
incorporates the $40 million special loan
raisings refemd to earlier.
In addition, proposals for the Sydney
region for inclusion in the review of the
1976 URTAC (UrbanTransport Advisory
Committee)Report have been submitted
to the Government recently to cover the
period 1979191.

fWnav

From 1978to 1981,in the principal
urban areas of the State, the Department
will complete
roadworks associatedwith the
development of Port Botany
(Foreshore Road) and associated
works and the Eastern Suburbs Railway
(BondiJunction Bypass and
associatedworks)and continue with the F4 -Western Freeway from
Concord to Granville;
the Parramatta By-Pass (to be
completed from Rosehill to
Northmead and then to the Great
Western Highway at Wentworthville in
1983but opened to traffic
progressively);and
the development of the major
circumferential route, Ring Road No.
3, from Blakehurst to Mona Vale,
including a new. duplicate bridge Over
the Parramatta River at Ryde.
The Department will commence the construction ofthe first
camageway of section of the F5 South Western Freeway between the
Hume Highway at Casula and
Moorebank Avenue, Moorebank. The
first stage will be a new bridge over
the Georges River at Liverpool (to
commence in 1979);

the construction of section of the F4
-Western Freeway from Church
Street, Parramatta near Woodville
Road to Mays Hill -to commence 1979
Thisworkwill provide a southern
&pass of the commercial centre of
Parramatta; and
the construction of a new, duplicate,
bridge over the Georges River at Tom
Uglys Point -to commence in 1981.

N-utl8
In Newcastle. the broad objedies are to
provide for an effective bypass of the city
by constructing the National Route (in
the form of the F3 - SydneyNew.de
Freeway)wst of Lake Macquarie and to
further develop the arterial road system
within that city. Within Newcastle it is
proposed to construct a by-pass of the
regional centre of Charlestown. to
complete the construction of a divided
carriageway on the Pacific Highway
between Swansea and Neuhastle and to
assist council to complete the
construction of the Donald Street route
in 1979/80.

Wollonpong
In the Wollongong area, the Department
has been concentrating on the
completion of the F6 -Southern
Freeway. The Freeway has been opened
to traffic in stages and now extends as
far south as Kanahooka Road,
Kanahooka. It is proposed to complete
it to Yallah in 1980/81.It is also intended
to commence constiuction of a four lane
arterial road through North Wollongong
to provide a distributor road to the
northern suburbs connecting to the F6 Southem Freeway at Gvneville. It is
proposed to complete,in 1979180,the
reconstruction of Mount Ousley Road to
provide a four lane arterial road from the
top of Bulli Pass to connect to the F6 Southem Freeway at Guynneville.

Rural works
In the rural areas two majorworks are
in progress on the construction of
National Highwaym to tlie north and
southwest of Sydney.
The extension of the F3 - SydneyNewcastle Freeway from Ourimbah to
near Wyee with a link to the Pacific
Highway at Doyalson is in hand and
planned to be completed by 1982.
The construction of the F5 -South
Western Freeway between Kenny Hill
near Campbelltown and Yanderra is
planned to be completed by 1981.Bythis
MAlN ROADS, SEPTEMBER 1978
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time the National Highway route
between Sydneyand Goulbumwill be
constructed to dual carriageway standard
except for lengths at Mittagong and
Marulan.
On the State Hipbways network. the
total length of 10 471 km. combined with
the general deficiency in funding results
in a need to concentrate on maintaining
the present network, restoring it by
pavement strengthening and
reconshuction and.wherever funds
permit. undertaking newconstruction to
replace particularly poor lengths.
As part of the Department's programme
of majorworks it is proposed to develop a deviation of the Princes
Highway at Nowra (includinga new
bridge overthe Shoalhaven River) and
to complete t by 1981;
8 substantiallyimprove the Great
Western Highway over its whole
length within the City of Blue
Mountains; and
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construct a deviation of the Pacific
Highway around Nambucca Heads.
Tenders for bridges on this deviation
have already been called.
Less spectacular but certainly substantial
fund absorbing roadworks are in
progress throughout the State as part of
the continuing development and
improvements to the State's road
system. Such roadworks and the
anticipated.expenditure on them in the
1978/79financial yearare as follows.
Construction of a second camageway
to form dual two-lane divided
camageways on the existing Pacific
Highway between Doyalson and
Swansea. This improvement will
provide for the "local" traffic between
Wyong and Newcastle south (despite
conztruction of the National Highway
route-F3-Sydney-Nestle
Freeway-wst of Lake Macquarie).
This work will absorb approximately
$1million in this financial year.

8

Provision of a climbing lane on the
Pacific Highway south of Taree at an
estimated cost of $25O.O00.
Work in the Grafton area and
reconstnutionon the PacificHighway
north of Bangalow between Ballina
andTwzed Headswill account for
about $1.2million before it is finished.
A second carriagewayon the Hume
Highway between Uringalla Creek and
Marulanwill absorb $1.8million in this
year.
The continuing construction of the
deviation of the Hume Highway
around Gundagai-$1.3 million.
Work on the Hume Highway between
Jugiong and Tarcutta Range-about
$1million.
The construction of 8km of
northbound carriagewayto form dual
carriageways on the Hume Highway
south of Tarcutta d l absorb an
expenditure of nearly $2 million this
year.

Loan Funds
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These are just further examples of the
spread of capital works and the list does
not include any repairs to lengths of
distressed highway pavement which
require reconstruction because they can
no longer be held by maintenance
measures.
Separate tenders will be accepted for
construction of a number of
bridgeworks-large and small in both
urban and rural areas. These structures
include:
Bridges over Rickabys Creek and
South Creek on the
Richmond-BlacktownRoad
0 A bridge over Duck River on the
FkWestern Freeway at Auburn
0 A bridge over the Bell River on the
Mitchell Highway near Wellington
0 A bridge over Bomadeny Creek on
the Princes Highway to coincide with
completion of the new Shoalhaven
River Bridge at Nowra, and
A bridge over Eathers Creek on the
Newell Highway at Narrabri.
Such bridgeworks are an integral part of
the Department’s programme forthe
continuing development and
improvement of the State’s road system.
CnTrankaad Ordinary Main
Roads in the rural area, the Department
is in partnenhip with Local Government.
The partnership has the broad aims of
extending the bitumen surfacing,largely
in accordance with Council’s priorities, as
6
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well as reconstruction and improvement
projects. This is particularly relevant to
the more heavily trafficked trunk roads,
which were originally constructed and
sealed many years ago.
A FORWARD PIAN
The road needs of the community are
apparent and so are the funds required
and the problems which will be faced.
There will, n o doubt, be constant
amendments to the planning to accord
with the realities of existing finance and
likely available finance.
In preparing a plan forthe future, many
difficultieswere overcome but there was
one facet encountered in the compilation
of a plan which requires special mention
to illustrate the problems of establishing
priorities.
A suwey and study of the rural highway
system forthe broad plan development
to the year 2000was completed in 1970
(see article in March 1976 issue of “Main
Roads”,Vol. 41, No. 3, p. 74).
A subsequent suwey and study during
1977 brought this earlier survey up to
date, but did not attempt to project
beyond the year 2OOO.
A standard of service (knownas Level C)
which provides stable trafficflow, but in
which most drivers are restricted in their
freedom to select their own speeds or
change lanes, overtake etc., was selected,
looking realistically at road capacity as

well as known and projected traffic
volumes.
The setvice volume at Level C was
converted into an Annual Average Daily
Traffic Figure (AADT)normally on the
basis that the 30th highest hourlyvolume
was 15%of the AADT and this AADT was
then quoted as the service volume for the
particular length or section of highway
chosen.
Ageneralgrowthfactorof3.4%perannum
(calculated by the Commonwealth
Bureau of Roads),was adopted as a
general Statewide figure based on
population projections, increases in
motor vehicle ownership and increases in
motor vehicle usage. Different growth
rates were adopted for some of the State
Highwayswhere it was apparent that
3 . 4 % not
~ ~appropriate.
In brief, the Report concluded that there
are substantial sections of the Princes
Highway, the Great Western Highway,
the New England Highway, the Pacific
Highway, the Bruxner Highway and the
Illawarra Highwaywhich are not
providing a Level C standard of sewice
now, let alone over the next twenty years.
The New England Highway, although it
is a National Highway and construction
is funded fully by the Commonwealth,
was included in the suwey and study to
assess the magnitude of the construction
task for this road.
There is a declining priority being given
to financing roads which appears to be
based on the grounds of economic
restraint. Total funds are restricted and
all costs are increasing.
The first call on available funds is for
maintenance, but by making provision for
addaional funds for maintenance the
amount which can be provided for capital
construction improvements is reduced.
In spite of this, the Department of Main
Roads, on behalf of the New South
Wales Government, is proceeding with a
massive road improvement programme.
To finance this programme, a huge
financial commitment has been
undertaken which is placing a severe
strain on the limited financial resources
of the State.
The continuation of the programme will
provide a much needed stimulus to
employment and to the development of
industries. Its completion will bring many
benefits to the whole community,
including substantially lower
transportation costs. All in all, it isvital
to the economy and welfare of New
South Wales.
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DEPARTMENT’S NEW
PA-NT
PROFILER
“Precision made” -the term usually
brings to mind a picture of something
shiny and commonly metallic, machined
or cast to mirror smoothness, perfection
and accuracy.
Having travelled over rough roads so
often in the past, few people would
associatethe term “precision made” with
roadbuilding. Nevertheless, modem
highuay engineering is increasingly
concernedwiththe development of
greater accuracy using intricate
technology and equipment.
For modem tmffic, a road has to be
accurate to level and grade in the
interests of safety, comfort and economy.
At today‘s normal road speeds, a small
bump or a sedion which is only slightly
uneven can make its presence felt. Not
onlydoesanunevenroad surfacewar
out vehicles and sometimes endanger
the people in them, but it tends to w a r
outfasterthananeven one.
Road surface deterioration may occur in
the form of deformation in the wheel
tracks or polishing of the surface
lowering the skid resistance and leading
to the possibility of aquaplaning at high
speeds in wet conditions.

Adding layen is not the anawer
Simply laying a new surface on top of the
wom pavement to bring it back to level
is seldom an adequate solution.
Compactedtytraffic, the thick-and vey
expensive-newtopping will soon take on
the contours of the old deformed base.
Its surface Mll then just repeat the old
undulations with the same bumps and
thumps.
Another problem and one that is critical
in metropolitan areas is that, over the
years. added layers will seriously alter the
designed cross-section profile. This can
cause serious problemswith drainage,
guttering and kerbs. Manholes and other
access points to public utility servicescan
be affected. Tunnel and bridge
clearances can be significantlyreduced.

forthese reasons, the best solution is to
cut the road surface back to the original
designed profile and construct a new
pavement course on the corrected base.
With asphalt surfaces. in the past, this has
generally meant heating, burning and
physically ripping away the old topping,
then canying out expensive regrading
andcompaction of the disturbed base
course before resurfacing. The work is
slow, noisy and heavy on fuel and it is
particularlyunpleasant and potentially
dangerous in tunnels.
The removal of cement concrete is an
even more difficult operation especially
where only minor lowring of the grade
line is necessaty.This often means
having to resort to massive attacks with
pneumatic drills.with all the attendant
noise and dust pollution.

recently put into commission a Model
PR-375Roto-MillPauement Profiler built
by the CMI Corporation of the United
States of America. Some readers may
have already seen this “coldmilling”
machine working its way along some of
our Main Roads.
A huge unfamiliar machine to the casual
observer, the machine’s function is
screened from view. As someone once
said-“It’s like a duck on the water-calm
on the surface, but paddling like mad
underneath. As far as the passing road
user is concerned, the 3 tonne machine
(about the mass of a medium tankin
World War 11) may not seem to be
achieving much in its 1kml h travel, on
its hydraulicallydriven tracks. But,
underneath, out of sight, a great deal is
happening.

A new a p p m c b
To carry out this work in a much faster,

Gattin9 our teeth into it
Behind the shelter of its side skirts,there
is a rotating cutter, spinning against the
direction of the machine’s travel. On its

cleaner, more efficient and more
economical manner, the Department

whirling drum are mounted 178cutter

.

Back to b u i u
Where a simple overlay cannot be used
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The conveyor has a 180’ traverse, with
a reach of approximately 7 m. It can feed
the removed particles directly onto the
road shoulders or into the tray of a
followingtruck for stockpiling or use in
some other locality.

“teeth” or bits, each tipped with a
tungsten carbide point. These bits are
arranged in helical patterns from the
outside ends to the centreline and span
2.82 m across the pavement.
As the Pavement Profiler tracks along,
the spinningtungsten carbide cutter bits
chew at the old road surface, machining
it down to a textured but level surface fit
for refinishing. This happens
comparatively cleanly and quietly,
dampeddovm byawaterspraythat
keeps dust and disturbance to a
minimum.
The cutting “teeth are keyed in place to
resist the tremendous forces they
encounter. They cannot loosen
accidentally,but the system allows them
to be readily changed as they wear or to
suit various paving materials. The
machine includes among its fittings a
powered kit for making such changes.

.. .

It may look slow, bat
On asphalt, this new machine can profile
up to 2 500 m2in each hour. Cement
concrete is tougher, and the progress
rate is approximately halved. However,
most of our surfaced roads are
“black-top”and the former figure is
generally true.
Slow as its progress along the road may
appear to the passer-by,the Pavement
Profiler’swork output is much greater
than is passible with other methods. In
an eight-hour shift, it can complete a
couple of hectares of accurately profiled

road, ready for re-surfacing.As the milled
surface is immediatelytrafficable,even
before retopping, the profilingcan stop
at any time to allow for peak hour traffic
to pass.
As shown in the diagrams on page 9, the
serrated surface also gives greater “grip”
to the re-surfacing material.

What to do with the “left-overs”
In the past, the “spoil” from pavement
reclamation processes has been so
irregularand heterogeneous in size and
content that it was usable only for rough
filling. The Pavement Profiler’s output of
“waste” is fairly constant in dimensions.
On an average asphalt pavement, the
maximum sized particles are about 20
mm in diameter.
Although it may be a by-product of the
process of lowering a pavement surface
to new levels,the material produced by
the Pavement Profiler is not waste. The
aggregates produced are similar in
grading to the original asphalt although
usuallywith a small excess of fine
particles. They are particularly suitable as
shoulder or sub-grade material, being
comparatively easy to level and compact.
Indeed the reclaimed material may be
recycled and used as a surface layer, too.
The machine itself retrieves the milled
material. The helically arranged rows of
cutters on the cutting barrel move the
material to the centre of the machine.
There it is picked up by a conveyor belt
system which extends towards the rear.

Waste not, want not
While none of the material saved by the
Pavement Profiler is wasted at present.
the Depaltment is working on plans for
making even better use of it in the future.
Bitumen. the binder material in asphalt,
is by far the most expensive component.
As a product of crude oil refining, it
represents a considerable investment in
a diminishing energy source. In the long
term, recyclingthe material reclaimed by
the Pavement Profiler will be a more
economic use of avaluable resource
than using it simply as fill.
At the present time, none ofthe
Department’s asphalt plants are
equipped to recyde this material.
However, experiments are being
conducted to discoverthe most efficient
manner of handling the reclaimed
materials in the existing asphalt plants
and investigations are being carried out,
into designing a special recycling plant.
fextaringfor pavement surface
In road surfacings,one of the problems
which may develop, depending upon
such factors as the nature of the
surfacing materials, the macro texture of
the surface,the speed,volumeandtype
oftraffic, the road alignment and the
climate, is the gradual “polishing” or loss
of texture which affects the skid
resistance.
Usually,when this occurs, the skid
resistance is restored byresurfacing.
In some circumstances, however,
provided that the pavement strength and
shape are satisfactoty, it may be more
economicalto use the Pavement Profiler
to reaeate the coarse or macro texture
required for moderate to high speed skid
resistance.
The patterns produced depend upon the
machine’s speed of travel, the cutter
speed and the type of bit used.
Power and control
The prime power plant of the Model
PR-375Roto-MillPavement Profiler is a
6-cylinderCaterpillar diesel engine,
MAIN ROADS, SEFEMBER 1978
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producing 283 kW at a governed speed
of2 100 p m . This engine in tum drives
a number of hydraulic pumps From
there on, the various power trains are
hydrostatic. usingoil under pressure.unth
one pneumahc link in the quickchange
cutting hp kit.
One advantage of this type of p o w r
system is its clean operation. Ordinary
vehicle engines tun the gamut from idle
to top"revs" depending on traffic
conditions. but this machine runs at a
near-zonstant rate and its engine can be
tuned to give maximum p o w r with
minimum harmful emission.
All three t r a h are powered through the
hydrostatic system, as is the steering
system. Most directionalchangesare
made by pivoting the entire front track
assembly Sharper tums can be made by
also vavng the speeds of the side tracks
in crader tractor fashion.
Other items powered by hydrostatic drive
include the conveyor belt system and its
positioning,a mouldboard with hydraulic
downpressure for clean-upand, of
course. the cutter drum itself and its
adjustments.
The cutter's speed isvanable to suit the
nature of the surface and the texture
desired. The whole cutter can be raised
or lowered as a unit. or the ends
differenhallycontrolled. These
operations can be either under the
operator's drect manual control, or,
alternatively,the milling action can be set
in a completelyautomatic mode.
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In the latter case. the Roto-Mill Pavement
Profiler can be set to follow a taut
stringline between datum points.
However. the most common control
method is to have a "ski", on either the
lek or right side, follow a predetermined
contour. The sensed movements of this
contour.followerare processed through
a transducer system to control the
positioning of the cutter system. It is
claimed that these controls can maintain
an accuracy of within 4 mm on successive
passes. With this joint-matchingaccuracy,
a near-perfect profile can, where
necessary, be carded across the entire
width of a road.
A good investment
Despite its somewhat cumbersome
appearance, the Roto-Mill Pavement
Profiler is a highly developed and
intricate piece of equipment. The
Department is the first State Road
Authority in Australia togurchase this
type of machine and it is one of the first
two of its kind to be seen in this country.
(A smaller machine is o w e d and
operated by the commercial company
BitupavLtd.)
With a purchase price of
$327.000-which would buy 30 to 40
average familysized cars-the value of
the Pavement Profiler lies in its
tremendous capacityto profile accurately
to levels and reclaim the cut material.
Within its rugged exterior is concealed a
mass of sophisticated and sensitive

control mechanisms, which provide it
with its capacity for "precision" work.
For those with engineering interests, who
know what it does and how it does it, this
machine has a functional attraction of its
m.Forthe whole community too, the
Department's purchase of the Pavement
Profiler is a worthwhile investment. It will
mean better roads sooner because it
provides a faster and more efficient
method of pavement rehabilitation. It
also introduces the important potential
for recycling old road pavements.
Colour photographs of the Pavement
Profilerappearonpp. 16-17.a

Forrcodenwirhingtocomparemethodr. un ortick

enwed "MechonkalRemwolof Arpholt
Surfocing"whichoppearedin theJune 1974 issue

of"MainRoods"(Vol.39.No.4.pp.120-IJmaybe
of interest.
Journalortickson otherunuruolitems of
Depaementol machinery include:
"LulemorkinoMochiner Their Derion.

-

Dewlopmen; and Duhes"December-I970
No1 36. No 2. PP 5041
"New DudLane Autogmde TtimrnerSpreoder"December 1970 Nol.36. No. 2 . p ~3.- 5 1
"Mwhga Mobik MorveI'-December 1975
No1.41.No. 2.pp. 4891
' 7 h e D e p o r " e n t i ~ M g m p h ' ' - March 1976
(Vol.41. No. 3.pp. 6681
" F ~ i " g o W h ~ B i r d " - J u n1976No1.41.No.4,
e
pp. 112-3,118.1201.
"RotorySnw&ugh"- September 1977
Nol.43,No. 1,pp.15-171
"DepaltmentiN~SCRIM..-J~ne1978/Vol.4 3
N o . 4 . p ~98.1011
.
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PS.
OLD “MONIER”

On the front cover of our March 1978 issue we featured a colour photograph
of the “Monier” Bridge, which still stands on an earlier route of the New England
Highway through the Moonbi Ranges north of Tamworth. It was then thought that
it was built about 1914 (see reference on Page 85 of that issue). Subsequent research,
bythe Department’s Public Relations Section, to accuratelytrace its origins has
shown that the bridge is much older than was previously believed and, apparently
was the first road bridge in this State to be built on the “Monier” principle.

In the Annual Report of the Department of Public Works for the year ended 30
June 1900 (p, 77) there is the followingenm.
“MonierArch, at Readk Gully, Tamworth
District -The unqualifiedsuccess attending
the use of the Monier system in the arches
of sewerage aqueducts near Sydney has not,
as yet been followed by any extensive use
of thesystemfortmffcbridges. Thatthis is
notduetoanydefect in thesystem itselfis
shown by the graceful and economical
bridges erected on this principle in Victoria,
viz.. the three spans of 95 feet each across
the Yarra at Melbourne, and two spans of
64feetandoneof lOOfeetin the bridgeat
Ryan’s Ford, Geelong. Thefact is that sites
suitablefor arched bridges are compamtively
rare in this Colony. as the riwrsfor the
greaterpart run throughflat country, where
the banks are subject to inundation. Under
these circumstances, a foundation suitable
for a bridge ofthe arch type, coupled with
banks sufficiently high toadmit of the
springing of arches clearing theflood.
without, at the same time, unduly raising the
road level, are comparatively rare; hence the
general adoption of timber structures on pile
foundations in which the superstructure is so
designed as to reduce the vertical distance
between the highestflood level and the deck
few1to a minimum.At Read’s Gully,
h o w w r , the site presents no obstacles to the
use ofan arch, and,forpurposesof
comparison, estimates were prepared f o r
three differenttypes of structures. It was
found that a timber bridge on concrete
abutments wouldcost f5W; an iron buckled
10

plate bridge, with tarred metal deck, also on
concrete abutments. f620, while the Monier
arch of 28ft.6 in. span (which was erected)
achrally cost f406 8s 6d.It will be seen,
therefore that while leaving nothing to be
desired in point ofdurability, the Monierarch
was considerably cheaper than the iron
bridge, andewn less costly than the
perishable timber one, and while this
comparison would not hold good in a district
where timber is readily obtainable. it is
probable that Monierarches will befound
veryeconomical where suitable sites exist.
The economy attending the use of Monier
cylinders in lieu of cast-iron (to which
reference was made in last report in
connection with Cockle Creek Bridge), has
led to considerable contracts being let which
will prouide for their extensive use during the
coming year.”

In the same year (1900)the eminent
engineer Dr. J. J. C. Bradfield. of later
Sydney Harbour Bridge fame, wrote
about this stmcture in his paper “Some
Notes on Monier Construction”, which
was published in the Journal and
Abstract of Proceedings of the Sydney
University EngineeringSociety for 1900,
Vol. v,pp. 5565.
“A road bridge on the Monierprinciple has
just been completed over Read’s Gully,Main
Northern Road, by the Bridges Branch of the
Public Works Department, at a cost of f 480.

“Thearch isaboutthirtyfeetspan,sixinches
thickat crown and ten inches at abutments.
The carrying bars are three-eighths of an inch
diameter, spaced three inches centres, and
distributing bars a quarter of an inch
diameter, spaced four inches centres, and the
grill is tiedat each point of intersection with
No. 22 B.W.G. black wire, the overlap of the
bars is twelue inches, tied in threeplaces with
double wire. The bridge is shown by the
accompanying Plate.
“The scaffolding consisted of gauged timber,
planed on one side with sufficientspace
between theplanks to allow them toswell
freely when wetted. templates cut to the exact
thickness of the arch were then nailed on
either side of the scaffolding.
“The grill was supported on smallpats of
cement mortarplaced irregularly on the
surface of the scaffolding to keep the grill in
its proper position. The cement mortar
(3 to I ) was spread in two layers. the lower
one about one and a quarter inches thick.
was rammed between and completely
couered the gn’ll, the upper layer was of the
requisite thickness to bring the mortar to the
top ofthe templates, It is essential to keep
the lowerloyerobout onefoot in adwnce
of the upper one,so that the unfinishedends
form stepsforjointing, and the work must
befinished between the supports without any
intermission.
“The arch was tested with a one sided load
of eighty seven poundsper square foot,
consisting of wet sand, and did not give the
slightest deflection.”

Earlier in his paper, Dr. Bradfield gave
details about both the principles and
practice of “Monier” construction and a
fewmore extracts in his own words will
help to complete our stoy.
“About twenty years ago, a novel system of
construction was invented by one Jean
Monier, and is now known by his name. The
system, viz: a combination of cement mortar
MAIN ROADS. SEmEMBER 1978
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and iron. was perfected by two Germon
engineers. Wayss and Koenen. and
thoroughly tested by the "Austrian Society of
Engineers and Architects". These tests
proved its great strength. durability andfire
resistingproperties . . .
"Cement mortar is cheap. duroble and
readily moulded to any required shape; its
compressive strength. however. is at least ten
times as greet as its tensile strength. and
when subject to bending moments. it is
impracticable to develop thefull compressive
strength. and at t h e same time provide the
necessary area to resist the tensile stresses.
In order therefore. to deuelop thefull
compressive strength of the mortor. it has
been found necessary to augment its tensile
strength. and thus decrease the totalarea of
section. which wouldotherwise be
required. . .
"The Moniersystem consists in embeddinga
rectangular grill or mesh of bars in cement
mortarot theproperposition to augment its
tensile strength; the object of the grill is to
take up and transmit the tensile stresses
primary and secondary - bind the mass
together and give elasticity to the whole.
"The rods forming the grill are wrought iron
or steel round bars. consisting of longitudinal
or carrying bars to augment the tensile
strength of the mortar. and transuerse or
distributing bars, to hold the longitudinal
bars together, anddistribute the stresses
over the whole grill. The bars ore tiedat each
point of intersection with block iron wire
about No. 22gouge.
"The spacing of the carrying bars depends
on the omount of tension which they have
to take up. but the distribution bars ore
usuallyspacedfour inches centres. i.e. three
bars to the foot.
"The longitudinal or corying bars uary from
about one inch to three-eighths of a n inch in
diameter. whilst t h e distributing bors ore
three-eighths or a quarter of an inch
diameter. These sizes ore easily handled and
form oflexible grill. Ordinary trode lengths
of iron are used. and. . . the rods and wire
mustbecleanandfreefrompaint, oilor
uarnish. . ,
"Neat cement and cement mortar. when
setting in air diminish. and ~nwater increase
their uolume. but the mortar on account of
the sand it contains. is subject to much less
change in uolume than the neat cement. This
change in volume occurs chiejiyduring the
first twentyeight days. when the neat cement
and cement mortar are most rapidly
increasing in strength.
~

"The change in volume when setting. causes
the mortar to adhere to the iron, but the
adhesion is also due to the chemical action
of the cement on t h e iron,forming a n
insoluble double silicate of lime and iron,
which binds the two materials together.
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excludes air and moisturefrom the iron. and
octs us (1 preseruatiue. preventing m y
deterioration of the iron. The adhesion is not
destroyed by vibration or varying
temperature. ond is at least equal to the
cohesive strength of the mortar. . .
PILE PROTECTION
"Pipes eighteen inches internal diameterfor
hewn piles. and twenty~oneinch diameterfor
roundpiles. are used for protectingpiles in
tidal waters from the rauages of the teredo.
the protection extends from one foot above
High WaterMarktosixoreightfeet below
bedofriuer. Thepipesarenotcutbythe
driftingsand, or acted o n by the sea water.
and form a strong durable and efficient
protection. Thepipes are threaded around
the piles. jointed up in one length. and then
sunk to the requisite depth by the waterlet.
assisted in some cuses with jacks. The joints
are made with wire nettingand cement
mortar (2of sand to 1 of cement). and the
space between pile ond pipe filled in with
sand, except the top nine inches, which is
filledin with fine concrete. and finished off
with o concrete cop.
"Some seventeen hundred linealfeet of
twenty~oneinch diameterpipes, ond one
hundred and thirty linealfeet of eighteen inch
diometerpipes hove been usedup till
February. 1 9 0 1 . in protecting the piles of
bridges built in tidal waters.
CYLINDERS
"Monier cylinders are mode from threefeet
six inches to sixfeet in diameter. about three
feet seven inches long, ond haw proved to
be a n efficientsubstitute for cast iron at
about one half thecost.
"They are used forfoundations of moderote
depth. andmoy be sunk by open excovotion,
or under air pressure. the connections
between t h e cylinders have been designed to
withstand a head water of forty feet. Each
cylinder has seueralpairs of connecting strips
built in. the number of which depend on the
diameter of the cylinder; between these
connecting strips in two adjacent cylinders a
fish plate fits. and is secured to the
connectingstrips by steel wedges. . .
"Each bottom length of cylinder has a cast
iron cutting edge bolted to it. ond the
cylinders in each pier are braced together
with wrought iron bracing.
"Moniercylinderpiers haue been sunkat
Cockle Creek to thirty-sixfeet below water.
andat the Wilson River at Telegraph Point,
to a similar depth: contracts haue also been
letfor three other bridges in which they will
shortly be used -Mulwarrie Ponds at
Goulburn, Wyong Creekat Wyong. and
Maclntyre Riueratlnuerell-andsofar,four
hundred andsewnty seven linealfeet of
three feet six inches diameter cylinders, one
hundred and twenty linealfeet offourfeet

six inches in diameter. and seventy two lineal
feet of six feet diameter, haue been
constructed. or are in course of construction
in New South Wales.
AQUEDUCTS
"The first Monier structures erected in New
South Wales were the Monieraqueducts
ocross Johnstone ond White Creeks at
Annandale. They were erected in 1897by
Messrs. Carter. Gummow and Co.,for the
Sewerage Branch of the Public Works
Department. under the direction of Mr. J .
Davis, Engineer-in-Chieffor Sewerage
Construction.
"The aqueducts carry the main northern
sewerforAnnandale and Leichhardt. they
are similar in design and connect with sewer
tunnels at each end. There ore seventeen
arches in 011. seventyfivefeet cleorspan. and
eighty-twofeet ten inches from centre to
centre of piers. The arches ore twelve inches
thickatcrown.. .
"As these works were of a nouelcharacter,
and thefirst of their kindin Australia. the
Contractors were required to maintain them
for three months. after erection. and further
to guarantee to remoue and replace them by
suitable structures Uony defects werefound
within aperiodofthreeyears. Thisperiod
has now expiredand the structures hove
proved satisfoctoy.

BRIDGES
"An owrhead bridge consisting of three
forty-twofeet spans. eight inches thick at
crown. has been erected by the Roilway
Commissioners at Strathfield station. partly
to carry the road traffic.ond partly to support
the new station buildings."

Mr. Bradfield also gave more extensive
details about the bridge over the Yarra
River in Melbourne and finished offrcith
some notes about "Monier" resewoirs.
In conclusion, our research showed that
on 2 Februay 1914 the New South
Wales Government took over the Monier
Pipe and Reinforced Concrete Works,
previously conducted by Messrs.
Gummow. Forrest and Company of
Erskineville. After operating for22 years
in the manufacture of all classes of
reinforced concrete items (including
bridge cylinders),the State Monier Pipe
and Reinforced Concrete works was sold
back to private enterprise in 1936 to
become Monier Industries Ltd.
One of their major undertakings while a
State concern was the erection of the
bridge over the Georges River at Tom
Uglys Point. This workwas carried out for
Sutherland Shire Council but supelvised
by engineers from the Department of
Public Works. The bridge was
commenced in 1925 and completed in
1929. s
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Receipts
...................................................................
Motor vehicle registration tax ................................................
.......................
Charges on heavy commercial vehicles under the Road
Levy upon Councils in accordance
State Government Loans-Repa
.....................................................
Loan Borrowings under Section
State Treasury Advance-Repayable
.............................................................
Councils for works camed out in CO
Other departments and bodies f
State Government Grant for Relief of Unemployment .....................................................................
Commonwealth/State Government Grant for restoration of flood damage ............................................................................
..................................
...............................................................................................

...........................................................

National Roads Act, 1974 ..................
Roads Grants Act, 1974 ..................................................................................
States Grants (Roads) Act, 1977
Road Transpori and Traffic Fund
Minishy of Transport Vote ..................................................................................

...................................................................................
.........................................
..........................................................

Total Receipt.

Payments

Construdion and reconstruction of roads and bridges ...................................................................................................................
................................................................................................
Construdion and maintenance of local roads
Property acquisition ................................................................................
.....................................
Maintenance and minor improvements of roads and bridges ..............................................................................
............
Restoration of flood damage (Proclaimed Natural Disasters) .......................................................................................................
...................................
Purchase of land and buildings for wrks operations .
Administrative expenses .
Purchase of land and buildings for administration ...........................................................................................................................
Planning and research ....
State Treasury LoansSinking fund payments .....................................................................................................................................................................
Interest. exchange, management and flotation expenses ......................................................................................................
Loan BomMngs under Section 4% of the Main Roads Act, 1924Repayment of principal .............
....................................
......
Interest ..................................................................................................................................................................................................
Other ..............................................................................................................................................................................................................
Transfers to resewe for loan repayments ....................
Net transaction of operating and suspense accounts

Total Payments
'Wredit

..........

................................................................................................
.........................
.......................

Coma* of
Cuberland
Fold

$

34288.739
3,804,513
59,324
6,000,000
4,010,000
7,000,000
160,728
1,396,005
2,860,000

CoUitry
Fund
$

Com=oowealtb
Find

Tramc
Facilities
Find

$

$

84,766,150
152 18,052

Tot.1
1977178

1976177

$

3,820,000

3.000.000
6,000,000
401.130
865,936
7,820,000
8.725.600

m.000

1,811,314
149,521,664

228,051
4,278,336
13,618,078
2,500,000
1,801,74K

3,153,389

1,031599

63232,698

127.828,467

153,058,910

26246,360

30,195,674

48,687,074

7,724,764

3,264,617
17.921,239
1,752,081
2273.387
576,090
664.630

2,064,503
57,243,204
9,261,714
833,141
6,776,232
221,620
1,044280

93,405,078
34,065.615
11,494.995
6,948,170

50.000
531,640

291,172
3.239.193

403.550
2,114.479
426,339
60,173.726
303,787
7,626,409

719291
2,549,763
1.~,883
134,272.070
320,363
5,932,099

68,103,922

140,524532

50718'
4,821,328
1,779,433

152,514,112

16,378,141
323,74
1,519,559
15

25,946,360
-

m.00

~-
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Of Time and Distance
. . . a tale of lasting quality
During April 1978, more that 500 veteran and vintage
cars and motorcycles assembled to undertake the 16
day Australian International Veteran and Vintage Motor
Rally. Following the Pacific Highway to the Gold Coast
for most of the route, they made an interesting and
colourful addition to the more regular road users.
Whether travelling the Berowra-Calga Tolhuork (illus.
trated here) or climbing the ranges further north, they
took their place amidst long-distance hauliers, commercial travellers and holiday makers-showing once more
that our roads are for the use of all.

I
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h Avtonution hasn't bum l i i i t d to can alone. l'bh 1909
b y a d contras1. rlth 0.. o f the amtoutic toll c d l c t i o n
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Drmmlur 1968.
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GIVING ROADS
A FACE LIFT
In July 1978,the Department took delivery of its first Roto-MillPavement Profiling
Machine-to add yet another item of modem equipment to its already extensive
fleet of specialist machinery.
More details about this fascinating machine, which introduces a new method of
road maintenance and repair. are given in the article on pago= 7-a

r
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EPPING ROAD
INTERCHANGE OPENED
The intercltanMany major road works are planned well
in advance of construdion but their
implementation is deferred while funds
are provided for other more important
works with a greater needs priority.
Plans for these deferred works are
constantly being revised to incorporate
improved methods of construction which
will mean savings in costs, construction
time and uhich will give a greater level
of sewice to the road-using public.
Such a workwas the construction of the
interchange at the intersection of Epping
Road and Lane Cove Road where
savingswere made in construction costs
by the substitution of vertical reinforced
earth walling for crib walling on piles in
the bridge approach embankments (see
article in September 1977 issue of “Main
Roads”, Vol. 43. No. 1.pp 10-13).
This interchange sewes road users from
a large number of Sydney suburbs. Both
Epping Road and Lane Cove Road are
major urban arterial roads canying
substantialvolumes of traffic, a great
deal of it being heavy commercial
vehicles. The separation of the two major

traffic flows-east/west and northlsouth
has resulted in great benefits to road
users. The separation of traffic flows has
eliminated long queues at traffic signals,
marked savings in time and fuel and has
dramatically reduced accidents and noise
and air pollution.
At the last traffic count Epping Road was
carrying 35,ooO vehicles each day and
30,ooOwhicleswere using Lane Cove
Road, thus making it one of Sydney’s
busiest intersections.

Of6cid opening
In officially opening the interchange to
traffic on Friday, 28 July 1978, the Hon.
N. K. Wran, Q.C. M.P., Premier of New
South Wales, said that the overpasswas
being opened “at a time when people
concerned with transpoti, and
particularly road transpoti. are
endeououring to appraise what thefuture
is in respect ofthe construction of more
road, morefreeluays in thisstate’:
He went on to say that “this is a
magnificent bridge, we need more of this
type of construction throughout the
metropolitan area of Sydney”.

The aridThe core of the interchange is the
threespan prestressed concrete bridge,
101.8m longand21.8 mwide.The
length of the central span of the bridge
is 45.7 m and the end spans are each
27.4 m. The bridge carries six lanes of
traffic separated b y a raised median.
The bridge is supported at the abutments
on 685 mm diameter bored piles
socketed 2 m into hard shale 6 m below
ground level.The abutments are of the
reinforced concrete counterfort type
approximately8 m high on the face. The
exposed concrete panel work has been
sand-blasted for textural effect.
The triple-columnpiers at the southern
end are founded on separate spread
footings and at the northern end on
bored piles.
The superstructure of the bridge
comprises broad-flanged prestressed
concrete girders of valying depth, 21 in
number, placed sidebyside. The 36.2 m
long end girders cantilever8.8 m into the
central span to support suspended 28 m
long lightweight-concretegirders.
The lower flanges of the girders are wider
than the top flanges and are sealed with
mortar. Reinforcement protrudes
laterally and from the top flanges
overlaps in the space behwen the
girders. In situ concrete has been placed
in the spaces to form a complete and
economical deck system without need for
any additional concrete overlay. 50 M pa
concrete was used in the precast
segments and in the in situ joint concrete.
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The deck of the bridge was surfaced with
asphaltic concrete 50 mm thick.
End-span girders were assembled into
position (in three separate sections) on
falsework and were post-tensioned by the
PSC Monogroup system. The girders are
haunched to a depth of 1.6 m at the piers.
Headstock cross girders are
post-tensioned and cantilever sideways
from the pier columns. They were
effectivelyhidden by constructing the
underside flush with the bottom of the
main girders. Additional cross girders
have been built into the structure.
The central 28 m suspended span girders
were manufactured from lightweight
concrete (using expanded shale
aggregate). having a density of
approximately 2000 kg/m3 and a
compressive strength of 42 M pa.
These girders were pre-tensioned and
delivered to site and lifted into position
bytwo mobile cranes.Theyare stiffened
transversely by four post-tensioned cross
girders.
Fascia panels to the outside of the outer
girders were manufactured from 25 mm
thick compressed asbestos cement
board faced with carefully selected
granite chips epoxied to the base board.
The panels are attached by hidden fixings
to the lower flanges of the girders and
are held in a groove at the kerb soffit.
The lighting for the overpass is unusual
in hvo regards. Firstly, the light poles
themselves are situated on top of the
kerb outside the bridge guardrail, to
eliminate the possibility of impact by
passing traffic. Secondly, the lights
provide illumination for both the
overpass itself, as well as the ramps and
Lane Cove Road, beneath.

The approaches
Crash rails and kerbs have been
continued in both directions along the
elevated bridge approaches.
The approaches are about 2.1 km long
extending from Delhi Road in the east
to Shrimptons Creek in the west. These
approaches have been constructed to a
six lane divided road standard. Road
users in Epping Road are now largely
unaware of the fact they are crossing
over a previously densely trafficked
intersection.
In the design of these approaches,
careful consideration was given to the
many public utility services
accommodatedwithin the road reserve.
As many of the serviceswere major trunk
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arteries. especially the water service,any
major adjustment would have been
extremely costly and time consuming.
The roadwas designedwith rolling
grades to minimise interference to these
services.
A number of properties have access
directly onto the ramps connecting with
Lane Cove Road and so that residents
of these properties do not have to make
long and tedious detours to gain access
to their homes, U-turn facilities have
been introduced beneath the end spans
of the bridge.
These facilitiesare named “Texas
Turns” and their name implies their
origin.Their cost is small but their
benefits as a traffic management
procedure for the easy movement of
purely local traffic is great.

Pedestrian overbridge
Epping Road is flanked to the south by
the well developed residential suburb of
North Ryde and to the north by an
industrial area.
Near Paul Street to the west of the
bridge, the approaches are extremely
wide because of the merging lanes on
each side. These lanes lead to the
southbound link which connects Epping
Road to Lane Cow Road and from the
northbound ramp which connects Lane
Cove Road to Epping Road.
Consequently, it is proposed that a
pedestrian overbridgewill be constructed
across Epping Road near Paul Street, to
provide access to and from bus stops and
the industrial centres established on the
north side of Epping Road.

The importance of Lane Cove Road
increasedwhen the Lane Cove Riverwas
crossed in 1901 bythe original De
Burghs Bridge (seearticle in June 1976
issue of “Main Roads”. Vol. 41, No. 4,
pp. 125-127).
Both Epping Road and Lane Cove Road
haw been extensivelydeveloped over
the years and the traffic now using these
twu roadsvindicates the early planners
in identifymg the need for them.

Comts and credits
The construction of this interchange and
its associated approach road works cost
slightlyin excess of $5 million.
The bridge, whichwas constructed by
contract, cost $1,025,744,The
approaches from Delhi Road to
Shrimptons Creek cost almost $4 million.
The bridge was designed in the
Department’s Bridge Section and was
built for the Department by G. Abignano
Pty Ltd of Pymble. The prestressed
concrete girders were manufactured
under subcontract by E.P.M. Concrete
Pty Ltd of Blacktown.The reinforced
earth walls of the approaches were
erected by the Department to designs
prepared by Vidal Reinforced Earth Pty
Ltd of Clyde. The precast wall panek,
speciallyfluted to give a more attractive
appearance, were manufactured by
Humes Ltd. The contract bridge works
and all associated roadworks were
supervised by officers of the
Department’s Parramatta Division, under
Divisional Engineer, Mr. B. H. Butcher.

Growth of the area
Construction of Epping Road as we know
it today began in Februay 1938with the
object of developing a large sparsely
settled residential area. The initial work,
including construction of three major
bridges over Stringybark Creek, the Lane
Cove RiverandTenysCreek was
completed within twu years and it was
opened to traffic on 3 Februay 1940.
Much of North Ryde was then semi-rural
and it is not so many years ago that
extensive market gardens were supplying
vegetables for the Sydney Markets.
Prior to the construction of Epping Road
the principal access to the Sydney
Marketswas by boat along the
Parramatta River. Lane Cove Road was
the artetyto the River for this trade.

An orlick in the December 1974 issue of “Main

Rwds”(Vo1.40.No. 2. p. 521 describer the design
ofthe interchange.
IntheSeptember1976iswrelVol.42,No.1.p.
251.a briefanicre dewriber the colling of tenders
tortheconmuctnn ofthe interchange brtdge. The
cowrphotogroph on thk iuuefeotureda scole
model ofthe interchange.
Detoils 01”RecentReconrrructionon Ring Road
3-Mona Vole to Top Ryde”oppeored in the June
1976issue Wd.41. No. 4,pp. 107-1111.
An anickentided T h e New Rwdfrom Eonina
tou*rrdr S t Leonardr”oppeored the N&&r
1938welVd 10 No I pp 14 18rwnho
follow up omck entitied ‘The Conrrrucrion ol the
EDnma-St Leonards Road IMom Rmd N o 3731”
t i ihehbruory 1940rrsue (Vol 11. No 2. pp
57601
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New
Deputy Cornrnlssioner
Mr. Bruce Norman Loder, B.E., Dip.
T.C.P..M.I.E. (Aust),wasappointed
Deputy Commissioner for Main Roads
on 1September 1978.
Followingadvertisements placed in
major newspapers in all State capital
cities throughout Australia, applications
for the position of Deputy Commissioner
were received by the Ministy of
Transport for consideration by the
Government. The selection was made by
Cabinet, approval by His Excellency, the
Governor of New South Wales and
announced bythe Minister for Transport
and Highueys. Mr. Peter Cox, at the end
of August 1978.
An honours graduate in Civil Engineering
at the University of Sydney, Mr. Loder
joined the Department on 5 Februay
1948.He served as an assistant engineer
in the Bridge Section for a short time
before being posted to the field as the
assistant engineer at Bilpin, then briefly
at Windsor and later at Bavenfels.
In March 1950, Mr. Loder left the
Department to gain experience in
overseas civil engineering practices. On
rejoining the Department in October
1951he spent some months in the Outer
Metropolitan Division before becoming
Works Engineerat Bega in Januay 1952.
After3lh years service at Bega, he spent
a similar period at Goulburn. In April
1959.Mr. Loder was seconded to the
National Association of Australian State
Road Authorities, where he served for
the next 3lhyears as Executive Engineer
in charge of the Secretariat.
In November 1962. he returned to
Departmental activities as Supervising
Engineer in the Metropolitan Division,
before being appointed Divisional
Engineer of the Central Northern
Division at Bourke from June 1967to
December 1%.
Mr. Loder came back to Head Office to
take up the position of Assistant Urban
Investigations Engineer in Januay 1969
and then Advance Planning Engineer in
June 1975.A year later he became
Divisional Engineer again, this time of the
Department's Illawarra Division centred
at Wollongong. In December 1977, he
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returned to Sydney to take up special
duties in connection with the
Department's Management and Strategy
Review being undertaken in conjunction
with the Management Consultants, W. D.
Scott and Co.
In 1972 Mr. Lodervisited European
member countries of the Permanent
International Association of Road
Congresses (PIARC)on behalf of the
Australian Government and spent some
time inspecting road and bridge works in
the United Kingdom.
In 1974Mr. Loderattended the
Australian Administrative Staff College
at Mt. Eliza,Victoria.
In 1975he attended the XVth World
Congress of PlARC in Mexico City and
at this Congress he was the co-ordinating
reporter for the presentation of papers
contributed by Australian members. At
this time, he also made an extensive
study of civil engineering works in the
United States of America and Canada
before returning to Australia
Mr. Loder has been a keen participant
in the activities of the Main Roads Social
and Recreation Club and other staff
associations. He has also served a term
as Chairman of the Board of Directors
ofthe Main Roads Staff Credit Union.
He has aiways been an active member
of the Institution of Engineers andwas

a foundation member of the Institution's
National Committee on Transportation.
He was Chairman of the Transportation
Branch of the Institution's Sydney
Division during 1975.
He has written and presented a number
of papers on planning and transportation
matters to both the Institution of
Engineers and the Royal Australian
Planning Institute. His activities in civic
matters have led him on many occasions
to address citizen groups on the
principles of transport and planning.
Mr. Loder brings to the position of
Deputy Commissioner wide ranging
engineering knowledge and experience,
as well as an undoubted capacity for high
level management and policy
decision-making.He has a deep desire
to derive the maximum value out of funds
spent through the Department. for he
believes that this is the way in which the
Department best serves the Government,
the road-users and thewhole
community. e

. .
In the December 1975 &meof "Main Rooda"1Vol.
41, No.Z.pp.6063Jtherei~ananicleon
metropoiitonmnrport entitled 'Who Goer
!AJhere-How.WhenandWhy?. Th&onklewo~
originally prepared ( I S (I conference paper by MI
Loder. then the Department's Aduonce Pbnning
Engineerand Mr. K. M. Anderson. the
Deportmemi's Lhbon lnwrtisaiions Engineer.
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The Dependence of llaffic
Engineering on
Peripheral Technology
ARRB DIRECTORS’PRIZE
T h e h s b a i b n RoodRewarchBoard
(ARREJ was established in 1%0 by the
NationoIAmsoEialionof Awstmlian Shte
RaodAuthorities(seeadc1e in
L k c e a b a 1974 ismueof”MainRoa&”.
VoI.42, No.Zpp.6l-63).
Dreof theaajoradioitiesof the8Mrd
is theorganisation o f a Biennial
Conferewhich auractsdekgates
from thmughout Australia andfrpm
ouerseas.
Connvacinlr mith the 8th Biennial
Conference b l d atPert4 Westrm
A i s h l i a in 1976, the Directonof ARRB
decided to amardaPdseto k knowa as
the Di-tors’Prle for the paper wbich
best hnsloters research into practice.
Thepu-e
of the Prize i s to encorrase
pa-describins
the application of
msearch intopractice and to assist in
misingthe already high s b d n r d of
paper*presemlel. P a p e n mncemed
with r e m l v h i l l 0 a I I ~lspe&sof the
p k n d m design.
~
conrtmctiorr
naiatrrulnce. operation of madsand
road m o d (Ineluding economic.
ad.llinisimtiveand legidalive-tten)
are opeafor consideration.
T h e R i z e i s m n ’bbjetdad”presented
atmeCmmference. ThrdemignofthePrize
is one ofthree originally conceived
mithin theARRSlurdmhich wepre.mted to the Boardof Directors for
seiec~ionlurdappmwlcarlyin 1974.The
mork wasdone byHichaelMezams,n
younslurd rdeatedMelbourne.cdptor
withsemeralorlgi~lworkmto his cvedit
before he ..reed to octas technician and
producethe d e s k
In appearance. the ailwry ”objetdart’.
is a bublesm wheel, p o i s d o n a mection
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ofJmadmd.ubUy~-d
tomuglest
aooearmtsccordinstothe ~ W I C C of
lisht and the u i e w ~ l ’ r p o d t i o n
This combination of wheel and road
symbolises the interdevelopment that
exis- in -lily.
where thefundonof
one d i e s on the prauision of tbe other.
Asroadand~transportrermnch
operatesteattah theoptimum
relationship b e w e n mad vehiclesand
romddesim iiisemulragedthotlhe
Dirocton‘Prire will pmuide a a h p l e but
miquerecognition of the ncostpracikal
veseorchconhlbution.
T h r ~ ? n t D i r e c t o r e ’ P r i-6~ presented
atthlr8thBiennial Conferencehellat
Perthin 1976.ltwasauardedtoMr.
ErucePhiilips of the Country R o o d s
E m d . Victoriafor his paper ‘Synthetic
A-ptes
for RoadSurfcmeing”.

The seeond Prize warpresmted in 1978
t o W . FmnkHdseher. S u p m i s i n g
En@new in the Trafic Seetion of the
DcparUnentofMainRoads. New South
Wdes.lt y(u awarded in rpccqnition of
thetwopapars hesubmitted(in
conjunction withJim other authors) to
the9th B i e n n i o l C o n ~ ~ e n c = a n d a l = o
because of the hlgh calibre of the two
paperspresmtedbybimattheSth
Biennial Conference.
Duringthesemdon at which the
Directors‘ Prise was prcsent~d.Mr.
Hulscber g a v e the follodng special
oddnrs in which he erplained
motiwtion for the areas of research
cowred in the forrpapers. Somesiight
d t i n g o f thisaddress has beea
rndcrmkentoadaplitforpubli~tionin
tbisdoumal.

In making this award the Directors
specifically stated that the Prize has been
awarded in respect of four papers to which
I have contributed,two ofwhichwere
submitted to the 8th Conference in Perth.
The first WO papers dealt with traffic signal
facilitiesfor blind pedestrians, and with
failsaferequirements of trafficsignal
equipment, The other two papers are
concerned with loop configurations for
vehicle detectors and with the concluding
phase of the work on failsafe requirements
of traffic signal equipment.
At first sight the papers presented and yet
to be presented, may not appear to have a
great deal in common. But you must
understand that Traffic Engineering is a lusty
fledgling.Give a traffic engineer a text book
on applied statistics and a handful of
empirical formulae, and he will transform the
world. My specific field of interest is traffic
light signals, and as an electrical engineer 1
have been particularly concerned with the
technological ‘gap’which exists between the
trafficengineer‘s sophisticated designs and
the equipment I was able to place at his
disposal. Not that that ‘gap’ has ever
inhibited the traffic engineer in his search for
perfection in trafficmanagement . . . and that
has concerned me even more. The road user
has to adapt to a cold, hard world: he
demands safety,efficiency,and above all,
honesty. Esoteric traffic designs all too often
failto recognise the limitations of the
equipment at hand, and the awesome
responsibilityto keep the monster going
once it has been created.
But don’t allow me to forget myself. Noblesse
oblige and it does not behove me to issue
admonishments to traffic engineers. The
underlvinq theme I would propose for my
address .;THE IEPENDENCEOF
TKAFFIC ENGINEERINGON
PERIPHERAL TECHNOLOGY.
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Si..dL.rtms
In the early 196Oswe started to make a
critical examination ofthe most basic
component ofthe trafficsignal system: the
lantern. We found an itemwhich had been
relatively unchanged since it was originally
designed in Britain some 30 years previously.
Lenses, such as they were, were made from
glass in a M l d e r i n g varietyof colours. I
remember a consignment of yellow (amber)
glass lenses which ranged trom deepbrown
to pale yellowand represented a range in
internal transmittance from 0.5 to 0.8.
Chromeplated reflectors, inefficient vacuum
lamps and glass lenses with low internal
transmittance yielded red (on-axis)signal
intensities in the order of only 50 cd.
Research by Cole and Broum (1968)
indicated that a four-foldincrease in signal
intensityuauld be needed to cater for the
needs of motorists with auemgevision. The
importance of adequate signal intensity,
control ofchromaticity limits and use of
auxiliary d-s
such as target boards has
been clearly described by Fisher and Cole
(19741.The practical implementation of this
research precipitated a multitude of
problems (Hulscher 19740). most ofwhich
haw been solved;and as a result ofwhich
we can now pride ourselves on a good signal
presentation without having resorted to
exotic (and expensive) lamps. This work has
culminated In the issue of Australian
Standard 2144-1978lTmfic Signal
Lanterns)earlier this year.
Lest I have given you the impression that the
problems of signalling our intentions to road
users have been substantiallyovercome. I
would list the following serious deficiencies
which still await a satisfactory solution.
(a) The signals are still subject to excessive
sun-phantom.
(b) There is no satisfactory method for
restricting the signal range or coverage
where different installations are in close
proximity.
(c) There is no effective switchable
restriction sign ('secret' sign) for use at
traffic signal sites.

Nom-wisrd .ilrals
The signals I have been talking about so far
rely on visual perception. But not all road
users have adequate visual perception, and
it has been estimated that up to 0.13per cenl
of the population werthe age of six cannot
see the illuminated pedestrian signal and
requires special assistance. It is important to
explain at this point that only a small
proportion of these visuallyhandicapped
people are totally blind. This is illustrated in
the bar chart on page 23.
Because ofthe obviousdifficultyin
establishing sound economic arguments for
expendihlre of public funds on traffic
facilitieswhich benefit a statistically
insignificantgroup, the whole question has
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become obscured by emotive contentions.

On the one hand, the proponents of the
special facilitiesargue that Society owes it to
the unfortunate handicapped person to do
everything possible to make life easier for
him. On the other hand, the trafficauthority
is understandably reluctant to assume the
responsibilityfor the safety features of a
facilitywhichmight cause a blind pedestrian
to relax some of his customary caution in
traffic.Whilst it is difficuhto sustain a logical
argument favouring any one of these
viewpoints, there is an undeniable worldwide
trend to bias public facilitiesto provide
special assistance to handicapped persons.
Until realistic warrants for nonvisual signals
can be formulated,the application of such
devices is likely to be restricted to a very small
number of 'obvious' sites IHulscher 19770).
An early installation in Sydney used bells to
indicate WALK across one street and buzzers
to indicate WALK across the intersecting
street. This set-upsoon indicated severe
limitations for general usage, not the least of
which were complaints about the noise
nuisance created by these devices. A

subsequent installation based on the tactile
sense only, avoided the noise problem, but
was criticised by some members of the blind
community for ergonomic reasons.
It was then realised that the old 'stopgap'
approach was unsatisfactory, and the
investigationwhich followedwas described in
a paper presented at the 8th Conference
(Hulxher 1976).It was most g r a t i ~ n when
g
the Association ofConsulting Engineers,
Australia, subsequently presented Louis A.
Challis and Associates with the 1976
Engineering Award in recognition for their
outstanding work on the practical
development of an audiotactile signal device
(Challisand Associates 1976).
Preliminarytrialswith prototype audio-tactile
signals, mounted inside the normal
push-buiton boxes,elicited an encouraging
response horn the various Organisations for
theBlind. Regrettably, the reliability ofthe
prototype transducers left much to be
desired and extensive redesign has had to be
undertaken. At this stage w are proceeding
cautiously and an expanded trial vAth the
redesigned signal deviceswillenable us to
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make a better evaluation not only of the
primay objectives, but also their effecton
normal pedestrian traffic(which is often slow
to respond to the WALK signal)and the
noise abatement feature.

Vehicle detection
In the early 19305 the British Authorities
adopted a policy ofvehicle-actuationfor

t
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trafficlight signals. That is, vehicle detectors
are used to determine the signal phase
sequence and the duration of green times.
The same policy prevails in Australia. In
retrospect, was this a wise policy or have we
committed the public to an expensive luxuy?
Vehicle detectors have always been a
troublesome item and even today.
nohvithstandingthe enormous technological
advances in solid-stateelectronics, detectors
are still the 'weak link in our traffic control
systems.Vehicle detection has provided a
fertileground forexperimentation and
development (Hulscher 1974b3.The
healthiest suwivor currently is the inductive
loopdetector, but it neveltheless suffers from
serious limitations:
(a) it has a poor conversion efficiencyand
is extremely susceptible to induced
interference;
(b) its low inherent sensitivityresultsin
unreliable detection of some types of
vehicles (e.g. small motor cycles and
high-bed trucks);
(c) the dynamiccharacteristics of this type
of detector limit presence time
(memoy)and minimumenty speed in
relation to vehicle type; and
(d) its actual performancevaries
significantly from site to site depending
on road construction. location of utility
sewices and type of sub-soil.
In fact,if we examine what the electronic
circuit 'sees'when it looks across the
terminals ofthe loop transducer. it seems
amazing that the device works as well as it
does. But this is principally due to the
advances in solid-state (IC)electronics in
combination with vigorous competition
amongst the manufacturers of electronic
sensom. Although we have a basic
understanding of the principles involved in
the operation of the inductive loop detector.
vey little is known about the interaction of
the looptransducer and its environment. Yet
it appears axiomatic that improvements in
the operational design of the detector rely
primarly on the accuracy of the model of the
input transducer. When one examines the
'fine print' of loop detector manufacturers'
brochures, one realises that their claims are
in terms of simulated laboratory conditions
-theywill not and cannot guarantee that the
devicewilldetect anyvehicle inanyroad
environment. And this is only for a simple
binay system . . . we will have to do better
than this if we aim to carry out vehicle
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classification using pattern recognition
techniques. as some people have proposed.
Since the loop transducer and its lead-in
cable are critical components in the detector
system. and seem to have escaped rigorous
study in the past. we started at that end.
Because of their expertise in aerial systems,
we sought the assistance of the AWA
Research Laboratoy to undertake some
fundamental research. The scope of the
project is shown in the flowchart on page
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It is difficult to forecast at this stage if we shall
ever find the 'optimum' loop configuration
1Mowis et al. 1978).or more correctly. if we
will be able to determine that a certain
configuration is the optimum (orclose to it).
Nor would I dare to predict that an accurate
dynamic model ofthe loop transduceruill
emerge fromthe studies. My own feelings
about the investigations so far suggest that
we are only startingto 'scratch the surface'.
and as happens so frequently in research,
new questions appear at a much faster rate
than answers. I thinkthat I can speak for all
those who have participated in theworkwhen
I say that our understanding of the subject
has increased beyond that at the start of the
work.. . whateverthat means.
01 course. to a major extent, the results of
the investigationsuill be limited bythe basic
constraints placed on the project. The
diagram on page 25 illustrates the main
factors between which a compromisedl
need to be sought. It is obvious that if one
relaxes the constraint imposed by application
to commercially-availableelectronic sensors.
for instance. the scope of the work would be
considerably expanded. Perhaps this would
be an appropriate point to invite further
sponsors forthis worthyproject . . .

System reliability
Have you ever been subpoenaed as an
expert uitness at a court case on an accident
at a set of signals?And strucka defence
lauyer whose only objective was to
manoeuvre you into a position of admission
that the signals could (and very likely did)
showgreen bothways?Hewantedayesno
answer. and you were given no opportunity
to explain about equipment reliability and
probabilities of failure. I used to admire the
people who had the faith and utter conviction
on such occasions to state unequivocallythat
their lamp nuitching circuits were so
interlocked that it was impossible for
conflicting signal displays to be generated.
Away from the restrictive atmosphere of the
court room, I can state. without fear of
contradiction, that wen the best.designed
equipment is subject to failure.Of course. the
probability of failure can be reduced to an
acceptable level by proper design. and this
prwides a measure ofthe reliability of the
equipment or the control system.
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F O R LOOP

I should like to place traffic signal failures in
three broad categories:
(a) failures which generate dangerous
displays and therefore affect safety;
(b) failures which cause needless or
excessive delay; and
(c) failureswhichdo not directlyaffect
safety or delay, but which reduce public
confidence in the facility.
Trafficsignal installations represent an
enormous investment of public funds.Since
that investment was justified by anticipated
reductions in accidents and delay, it follows
that inadequate reliabilitywill reduce the level
of service to the public who therefore will not
obtain the full benefit from the facility.I
regret to say that maintenance of traffic
facilitiesin the past has not received the
attention it deserved. In view of this lack of
appreciation of reliability, the mismatch
between the trafficengineer's design and the
'maintainability' of the installed facility is a
matter of serious concern. The many factors
influencingreliabilityofthe system are shown
diagrammatically on page 26.

I want to return now lo the first of the 'level
of selvice criteria: safety. which led to the
research intofailsafe requirements which is
the subject of tum ofthe papers referred to.
In this context failsafe operation denotes a
system condition which immediately removes
a dangerous signal display and alerts drivers
and pedestrians that the signals have failed.
Equipment failures which generate unsafe
(dangerous) signal displays are related to an
increase in risk, which may be defined as the
product of the probability of occurrence of
a given failure mode at a random time and
the probability ofa n accident resulting from
that failure mode at a certain site. Given an
efficient system of recording and processing
signal failure data and accident StatiStics. and
provided appropriate correlations b e w e n
those two sets of data can be established, any
particular failure mode can be equated to a
definite increase in risk.
It may be suprising to find that an extensive
search of the overseas literature did not
reveal any evidence of previous research in
this area. Although intuitivelythe public are
25
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aware that a display of conflictinggreen
signals (say1is more dangerous than a
skipped yellow (amber)signal, it was not dear
initially h o w w could quantify the public's
perception of the risk levels involved.
Moreover, accident statistics,in the format
that they are normally collected, do not lend
themselves to establishment of correlations
behwen different types of signal failures and
traffic accidents.
I am particuladypleased that the study which
has been undertaken has succeeded. in
deviousways. in quanti&ng the maximum
incidence tolerated bythe public ofthe
various unsafe signal displays. This, in turn.
has provided a measure of the minimum level
of reliability required for the components of
the system. Note that this also implies a
justifiable level of expenditure. Raising the
lewl of reliability substantially above that
point w u l d not be warranted, because it
would merely reduce the risk further below
the already acceptable levels. We must be
careful not to incite an owweaction in this
area, as happened in the nuclear power
26
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industry. The risk of an accident in a nuclear
power plant is currently below the risk of
injury bymeteorite impact, but it is difficult
to see how the enormous cost of such levels
of safetycould haw been justified.
Earlier in the pkce I mentioned honesly in
engineering.One of the favourite means for
trafficengineers to justifyprovision of
complextrafficcontrol schemes is by
quantifying reductions in delay and equating
these to cost savingsto the community as a
whole. They have deduced that journeNime
redudions in the order ofa few minutes per
motorist result in savings of millions of
dollars in w y fewyears. Let me put it to you
that these arguments might impress your
fellowtraficengineers and may be useful to
keep the Treasury Officials at bay, but they
arejustsomuch hogwash totheaverage
road user. He lhes in the realworld. and his
ire is raised on each occasion when he is
delayed bq a red signalwhen there is no
traffic on the conflictingphase.
This brings me to the second 'level of sewice'
criterion:delay. This is an area which we have

not researched in any depth. However, it is
clear that drivers (and pedestriansjare fairly
intolerant of delay, particularly if they cannot
see any reason for it. Although traffic
authorities in Australia have made every
effortto shield the public from excessive
amounts of information about traffic
management schemes, lfeel sure that the
average motorist has acquired a reasonable
concept of traffic-actuation.He is entitled to
the extra efficiency which traffic-actuation
implies.And why not: he has paid for all thosc
detectors, including the 30 per cent or so
which are inoperative, or which feed distorted
data into the system. I suspect the number
of equipment failures and maladjustments
producing unnecessary delay is excessive,
but until we can quantify the public's levels
oftolerance for delay under defined failure
conditions,we cannot know the minimum
performance required of the system.
The diagram on page 27 illustrates the
interaction of the two main classes of signal
failure in the overall analysis. It is clear that
our work on dangerous displays has revealed
M N ROADS. SEmEMBER 1978

only one side of the picture. and until the
delay criteria have been eva1uated.w are not
in a position to specify the overall system
reliability.
The third type of failure,which principally
affectsthe public's level of confidence in the
system. will impose further demands on
equipment performance. but I foresee that
quantification of that criterion is going to be
the most challengingof all. Yet it is not a
factor we can ignore. It has been suggested
for instance (Hulscher 1977b) that, provided
a reasonable level of redundancy exists in the
number of signals displayed,the permissible
rate of premature lamp burnouts is defined
by its effect on the public's level of confidence
in the system. I don't know if I am letting the
'cat out of the bag' by admitting that the
existing performance criterion of 0.22 p e r
cent premature lamp failures perweekwas

I

.I._
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related to the critical level of disconcertion
of a senior staff member!

Conclusion
Lest I have left an overly pessimistic
impression about the performance potential
of traffic signal equipment, let me hasten to
reassure you that there have also been
enormous advances. Digital micro-processor
technology has now developed to a point
where on-line computers are small and cheap
enough to Cary out all the logic functions
for the signals. Not only has this increased
the scope for control sophistication, but the
adaptive engineering can now be done much
more convenientlyand efficiently at the
software level. while the reliability of the
control equipment has more than trebled.
Never has the trafficengineer had so much
computing power at his disposal!

But n w t h a t the limitations imposed bythe
control equipment have been all but
removed. the restrictions on our means of
collecting input data (detectors)and
communicatingwith the road user (signal
displays)s h w up more clearly. Leaving aside
the trafficengineer's programming skill, the
computer is only as good as the data you can
feed into it; and if you cannot get your
message across to the road user, all your
good intentions are to little avail.
Forthis reason I felt that I should make a
special effort, firstly. to bring about a better
understanding of the technological and
ergonomic limitations inherent in some of
the vital components of the traffic signal
system.
Secondly, having defined the principal areas
of research and the relative priorities
involved. I had to convince my Superiors that
funds should be allocated for this work. The
papers which have been referred to indicate
a measure of S U C C ~ $ S .but much remains to
be done. If it Were not for the discernment
and goodwill of my Superiors. and for the
competence and dedication of Dr Davies and
his staffat the AWA Research Laboratoy I
would not stand before you today.
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THE EFFECTS OF VEHICLE OVERLOADING ON
PUBLIC ROADS
Thefollowing article Is taken d l r e c t l y f k w a the address #hem to the
Stipendiary Magistrates of N e v South Wales. on 2dune 1978.
The address waa niuen b y Mr. d. A. Wilks. who is Technical Assistant
to the Department’sEnnineer-in-Chief.
This is the first time that a representative
from the Department of Main Roads has
spoken to a group of magistrates about
the damage to roads caused by
overloading.This is a unique occasion
and on behalf of the Commissioner for
Main Roads, I would like to thank the
Acting Chief Stipendiay Magistrate for
the invitation to speak today.
The purpose of my talk is* To explain the cost of heavyvehirle
overloading to the Department of
Main Roads.
To explain how overloading aff ects
the life of road pavements.
The main interest in damage to roads
due to overloading is the enormous cost
and inconveniencethat the damage
causes. In the last financial year the
Department spent $234 million on road
and bridge maintenance and
construction.This vas the amount that
20

the Department put into new roads and
bridges and to maintain previously
constructed facilities at a reasonable
level of serviceability.This sum does not
indude money spent on such items as
traffic facilities,the acquisition of
property, administrationand other items
not directly related to constructing roads
and maintaining them.
It can be shown that the life of the
Department’s roads is being reduced by
25%by the damage caused by
overloading of heayrvehicles. Later on
I will show you in some detail how we
aniw at this, but at this point I want to
emphasise that there is a vey
considerable financial burden placed on
the community of this State of the order
of $M, million per year as a result of
overloading. This means that evey year,
at today’s costs, roads and bridges which
cost the community $60 million to put

there, are being brought to a state of
unserviceability in terms or road user
expectations, or to put it anotherway, it
means that, only for overloading, many
additional new facilitiescould be brought
into service eveyyear.
There are some obvious effects of
overloadingwhich most people are
aware of. These relate to the effect on
thevehicle itself and on safety. Evelyone
knows that an overloadedvehicle is at
risk because its brakes may become
ineffective in some situations such as on
steep grades. Structural components
may fail because they have been
subjected to stresses theywere not
designed for. These are the vey obvious
results of overloading and sometimes the
overloading directly results in some
catastrophe.
I am not going to dwell on these obvious
effects but I will explain howvehicle
overloading affects the life of road
pavements.
As you know, when a vehicle makes one
pass over a road pavement, it is not
possible to obsewe the effect on it. There
is an effect nevertheless, and the passing
of many vehicles has a cumulative effect.
It is a k n d e d g e of the effects of axle
loads on pavements which enables a
road engineer to design a road
pavement. Most people do not have a
knowledge of those complex
relationships. The relationships come
from the laws of Physics, Mathematics
and Soil Chemishy, governing the
behaviour of road pavement materials
under stress. I would be too tedious if I
tried to explain in those terms how
overloading affects the life of a road
pavement so to avoid going into detail
I am going to use a fairly simple analogy.
When anything is designed-whether it is
a road pavement, an engine for a motor
car, o r a household appliance, or forthat
matter any device which is designed
taking some account of economics, the
concept of the Design Life of that device
is a basic consideration. In other words.
the device is designed to last for a certain
period before it reaches an unserviceable
condition.
For instance, road pavements are
commonly designed for a life of 20 to 30
yean-a household appliance such as a
washing machine would have a design
life of say500 hours of operation. Alarge
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motor car engine, say 2,000hours. There
are of course many examples. Various
devices have various design lives built
into the article. depending on the
expectations and requirements placed
on that article.
If you take delivey of a newcar. and you
are that mythical average driver,you
could expect to operate that car in your
usual manner for 2.000 hours before
something goes wrong. If you look at this
particular design life you would see that
you could expect about 100 000 km on
the clock before some major trouble
develops. However, as you are aware,
various drivers put different demands on
their cars and where that demand is
heavier than usual, it will not last as long.
The extreme example of this is the racing
car. As you probably know, nowadays,
the ordinay production motor car
engine is often used in the racing car.
Engines are modified to produce much
more power than theywould in their
standard form-sometimes up to three
times the power output is obtained for
this purpose. In increasing the power by
this amount, the engine is not expected
to operate for anything like the life it
would have had in an ordinay motor car.
In fact only a few hours of operation is
expected. and in many cases it lasts even
less. So you can see in this case that an
increase in the stresses of operation by
a comparativelysmall factor reduces the
life of the engine by a v e y large factor.
It is much the same with a designed road
pavement. Overloading by a
comparativelysmall amount can reduce
the pavement life bya large amount.
The design of road pavements has been
the subject of extensive research
throughout the world. Most of the
developed counties of the world have
carried out road pavement research. The
most comprehensive research into
pavements ever carried out was done in
the U S A h e n the U S . Highway
Research Board undertook what is
known as the AASHO Road Test. This
workwas completed in 1962at a cost
which ran into many millions of dollars.
Briefly, it consisted of the testing to
destruction of all types of road
pavements and structures by actually
running variousvehicles over a test track.
Among the results. muchwas found out
about the damaging effects of vehicular
MAIN ROADS. SEPTEMBER 1978

loadings. Today most road authorities
incorporate some findings of the
AASHO Road Test into their pavement
designs.
One of the principles established by the
AASHO Road Test was that the
damagingpower of an axle load
increases as to the fourth p m r of the
load. This is the principle incorporated in
most pavement design methods. It allows
the engineer to design a “life” into a road
pavement in much the same way that an
engine of a motor car is designed for a
certain life.
Mathematicallythis principle is shown
thus D 0: L‘. With this principle I can show
you howthe life of a pavement is reduced
by overloading.
Most road authorities base their
pavement designs on the number of
vehicles that will pass overthe road
during its designed life.
As different vehicles load the pavement
in various ways all types of vehicles are
brought down to a common
denominator. The common
denominator is called the Standard Axle.
The Standard Axle is a single axle having
dual wheels loaded to 8.2 tonnes. The
passage of a single Standard Axle is
rated as unity. Smaller and larger loads
are rated as a fraction or as a multiple
of the Standard Axle respectively.The
rating system allows the designerto
calculate the number of equivalent
repetitions of the Standard Axle which
will pass owrthe road in the designed
life of the road. This rating system is
directlyrelated to the damaging power
of various loads comparedwith the
Standard Axle. For instance, the passage
of a large car with an all up mass of 2
tonnes is considered to damage a
pavement only 112250thas much as a
Standard Axle h e r e a s an axle loaded
to 10tonnes would damage the
pavement 2.2times that ofthe standard
load. Using this rating system we can look
at the effect of overloading and compare
the damage caused by overloadswith the
damage caused byallowable loads.
Some comparisons are as follows:
S increase
S overload
in damage
10 .....................................
20 .....................................

As you can see from the figures and the
graphs, the overloadedvehicle places the
road pavement in a somewhat analogous
position to the motor car engine that is
being overstressed by the heavy
demands of car racing.
I want to mention that the deterioration
of road pavements is not the only thing
that worries the Department as far as
ovedoading is concerned. Bridges
receive their share of damage. You will
of course appreciate that it would take
a monumental overload to bring down a
large bridge but. just the same, bridges
suffer from the effects of repeated
overloadingthe same way as pavements
do. In the AASHO Road Test I have
already mentioned, bridges of different
typeswere built and subjected to
repeated overloads. While there were no
noticeable effects early in the testing
programme, the ultimate result was the
failure of the structures. The Department
has reco’dsof many bridges which have
been made unseMceable by the type of
damage consistent with the effects of
repeated overloading.
From a study carried out by the National
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Association of Australian State Road
Authorities it was found that the extent
of overloading was vey significant.
NAASRA, as the Association is known
for short, found that one in evey four
laden tandems w s overloaded above
the effective limits. The effective limit is,
of course, the allowable load plus a
tolerance.
Furthermore,NAASRA found that the
then current level of penalties was not
high enough to act as any deterrent to
overloading. Those operators who
consistently overloaded simply regarded
fines as part of their normal operating
expenses.
I have analysed a sample of the
Department's records on overloading
prosecutions and I have found that the
average overload invoived in the sample
was about 22%.Now. if this figure is
applied to the NAASRA finding that 1in
4 of all heavyvehicleswas being
overloaded, it can be shown from the
damage factors mentioned before, that
the Department's road pavements are
having their effective lies reduced by
about 25%by that minority of vehicle
operators who overload.
During 1976/77t~ckdriversin N.S.W.
were fined a total of just over $1million.
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This amounts to onlyabout 11220thof
the Department's direct annual
expendture on roads and bridges of
$234million. This latter figure does not
take into account other expenditure on
roads not financed by the Department.
There is in fact a vey considerable
expenditure by Local Government
Councils which comes into this catergoy.
Catering forthe reduction in pavement
life occasioned bythe practice of
overloading represents an enormous
cost to evelyone concerned. It means
that the Department is involved in large
maintenance expenditures which could
otherwise be devoted to new
construction. This, of course, is to the
detriment of the road user in general but
it also means that the operator who is
prepared to abide bythe rules is
disadvantaged by those who do not. As
the operator who overloads is in the
minority, it means that a minorityis
gaining at the cost to the majority
I would like to show you how critical the
cost of overloading has become to the
Department.
In 1975the Commonwealth Bureau of
Roads carried out a survey of the road
needs of Australia and it was found that
vey large funds would need to be

injected into the roads system if their
deficiencies were to be overcome. The
proposed allocations of funds covered all
types of roads in all States and covered
a five year period. In order to illustrate
the position the Department is inwith
funds, lwill relate the Bureau's findings
to one categoy of road and to one year,
that is the National Highways System.
and the year 1976/77. The Bureau
indicated that in that year, $116.6 million
was warranted for National Highways in
New South Wales. When the actual funds
were allocated only $57.4 million was
made available. This represents only
49.2%of the Bureau's figure.
The general public judges the
Department of Main Roads on the quality
of its road surfaces. I would like to
emphasisethat the Department is vey
conscious of the inadequaciesof the
road system and we recognise that it is
our responsibility to provide as good a
senice as we can. The roads,
nevertheless, are vey sensitive to
overloading, more so because of the
inadequate funds that are available.
I hope that through this address I have
managed to convey to you how vehicle
overloading damages road pavements,
costs enormous sums to the
Department and to the community,
and
reduces the level of selvice that the
Department is able to provide.
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Tenders Accepted by Councils
The fondng tendas (in excess of 120,MNI for road and bndge wlkr were accepted by Counclls for the three months ended 30 June 1978

Works or s0-e

Auburn

Maln Road No.
190

Main Road No.
190
Aubum
Main Road No.
190
Bodooroo
MalnRoadNo.
507
Boomi
Various
Cessnock
Main Road No.
220
Cessnock
Main Road No.
220
CooMbarabran TrunkRoad No.
55
Fairfield
Soconday Road
No. 2088
Hornsby
Main Road No.
332
Illabo
Trunk Road No.
78
Maitbnd
Main Road No.
101
Auburn

Mumbulla

Main Road No.
272
state H W y
No. 12
State Hishway
No. 12

Yallaroi
Yalbroi

Name of SuccessfulTenderer

Suppb of 20 mm arphahic concrete for reconstruction
~nAmyst.andBounday~hBankstavn
Municipality.
Supply of 1 0 mm asphakic concrete for reconstruction
h e n Amy St. and Leib St.
Supplv of lime stabilised fine crushed rock lor reconstruction
between Amy St.and Leib St.
Reconstruction and bituminous surfacing behueen 5.2 and
10.2 km east of Boomi.
Bituminous rurfacingat various locations.
Construction ofcast.in.pbco abutment piles for bridge over
8angalowCreeh21.6km routhofCesmcck.
Construction of prestressed concrete Srderr lor bridge over
BangalauCreek.Zl.6 km routhofCerrnock.
Conmction d 5 span prestressed concrete girdpl bridge at
Bomera Creek, 49.7 km north of Coobh.
Horsley D M . Supply of40 mm asphakic concrete for
reconstruction b e w e n Justin St.and Market St.
Operation ofBerowra Ferry for three years.
Construction ofT.C.LordbtidgeoverHoulaghanrCreekat
WaUacetavn.20.1 h north 01 Wagga Wagga.
Construction of hvin cell 4 5 m x 4.0rn reinforced concrete
boxcu~rt-rMindatibbaCreek.9.1 km northaf
Maitland.
Suppbanddmnngofpilesforneurbtidgeoverbgoonat
Bormagui South.
Supplyanddelivoryof 2348mJaggregate lorbituminour
slrfacingwrks on w i r HQhway.
Biurninour surfacing and rerurfacingwrkr on Gwydir
Highway.

Emoleum (Austl Ltd
Emoleum IAustL Ltd
Pioneer(Aust)Pty Ltd

Amount

$34rn.00

UP to
$149500.00
UP to

$1601300.00

Shorncliffe Pty Ltd
Shorncliffe Pty Ltd

$53326.44
$31281.69

Cdbuild Pty Ltd

$27.499.00

Hastings Pre-stressed Pty Ltd
A. R. Dickinson Construction
Company Pty Ltd

$25.774.00
$269.101.65

Bitupave Pty Ltd

$107250.00

D. Cox

Nelrnac Pty Ltd

$57.451.00

$194399.60

J. Parkinson

$65269~00

N. J. McIntosh

$20.944.00

Ron JohnstonePtyLtu

$32,17850

Emoleum IAust)Ltd

$91226.87

Tenders Accepted by the Department of Main Roads
The follovjng tenders (in excess of $2O,wO)for road and bridge work. w e accepted by the Department lor the three months ended 3 0 June. 1978.

Road No.

work or SeMce

F5-SOUth Western
Fm-KY
state HNo. 2

Shire of Wobndilly. Construction of hvin btidger m r
Nepean Rivor at Pheasants Nest.
Hume H g h . Shire of Gundagai. Test boring at 12 sites
horn Tumblong to Snnyr Mountains Highway approx.
13-27km south of Gundagai.
Great Western Hghway. Cities of Blue Mountains and
Greater Lithgow Sup& and delivoy of 250331 of l i e
slabfired fino crushed rock to various locations.

State Hghuray No. 5
State Hishuay No. 5

State H i g h No. 5
S a t e H i g h a y No. 7

Great Western Highway. CUier of Bathurst. Greater Lithgow.
Blue Mountains and Shire 01 Evans. Supply of ready mixed
concrete for kerb and gutters and various drainage struc.
tures at various bcations.
Gnat Western Highway. City of Blue Mountains. Supply of
ready mixed concrete for kerb and gutters. and drainage
smctllres at d u r locations.
Machell Haw. Shire of Talbragar. Conshudon of hvo
bridges m r Sandy Creek at 6.6 and 6 . 8 h west of
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Name of Successful Tenderer
Whio Industries Ltd

Earthboring %&er Pty Ltd

Am0""t

$4599.650.00
$47.750.00

Readymix Group (N.S.W.) Pty Ltd

$204200.00

Fwneer Concrete (N.S.W.1 Pty Ltd

$39.08040

J. & E Thomas Fly Ltd

124.750.00

Nehnac Fly Ltd

1135565.00
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The foUaving tenders (in excess of 520,OOO)for road and bridge works were accepted by the Department
1978
- for tho three months ended 30 June.Amount
Name
o
f
Succerrful
Tenderer
Work or Sewke
Road No.
State H

h No. 9

State H+

No. 9

State H-y

No. 9

State Highway No. 9

State Highway No. 9

State H
m No. 9

State Highway No. 9

S a t e Highway No. 9

State Hlghway No. 9

State Hlghway No. 9
State Hlghuay No. 9
State Hlghway No. 9
State Hghway No. 10

State Hlghway No. 10
State H a w a y No. 10

State H

h No. 10

Main Road No. 111

Main Road No. 172

Main Road No. 172

Mabl Road No. 504
w

e Way

varbus
Various
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New England Highway. Shye of Denman. Supply and
deUvDry of up to 8OOOm of lower base course gravel
for strengthening and widening pawment welt of Sandy
Creek 32.103km north of MuwUbrook
New Engbnd H i g h %Cny of Maltland. Supply and delivery
of up to 10MX)m of bwDr base course material for
reconrmrctan W
n Verge St. and Anambah Road.
Rutherford. 2.74.7 km welt of Msitknd.
New Engbnd Hghwa8 Cny of Maitland. Supply a d d e h q
of up to lOOOOm of seleaed subqrade materla1 for
remnrmrctan bzhveen Verge St and Anambah Rd.
Rutherford. 2.74.7km welt of Maitland.
New Enghnd H'shuRy Cay of Maitland. Supply and d e h w
of up to lOWOm of u p p r base course material for
reconltructan h e n Verge St and h b a h Rd.
Ruthetford. 2.74.7 km ups4 of Maitland.
New England Highyy. C l of Maitland. ?mpply and deUvDry
of u p t a 7OOOm ol k gravel from D
W Rd No.
1 Quam/ to conshuction sites for strengthening and seal.
ing 01 pavement through Lochinvar. 10.6.12.3 km west of
Maitland.
New England Highway. CHy of Newcartlo. Sup& and lay
up to 5 OOO tonnes of 10 mm asphaiik concrete for pavement rtrenghtening and resheeting betmen Tarro
(xprbdge and Thornton Rd. 18.523.3 km north of New
castle.
New England Hi+y.%l
of Newcastle. Supply and b y
up to 14501 of lOmm asphakk concrete for pavement
strengtheningand resheeting. 4.7-6.9km north of junction
uMh Pacihc Highway.
N w England Highway. City of N w a s t k . Supply and lay
up to 1 4 5 0 t of 10 mm asphakk concrete for pavement
strengthening and resheeting b e w e n 5.2 and 6.9km
north of junction u4th Pacific Highway.
New Engbnd H@way. Shire of Singleton. Supply and lay
up to 2 1001 of lOmm dense graded asphahic concrete
forpawment resheeting between Mudies Creek and Kelso
St. Singleton. 38.94.4km north of Maitland.
New England H hway. Shire of b a p . Supply and d e l i y
of 1 OOO m3 0710 mm and W m of lOmm btuminour
sealing aggregate for Uralla - BarleYfeUs Dedation.
New England H q w a y . Shire of Uralla. Supply and d e l i y
of up to 450 m of ready mixed concrete for new structure
w o r Brkptocki Brook. 2.6km north of Uralla.
New England Highway. Supply and application of ther.
moplastic mad marking materials at various locations
m4thin North Western DMsion.
Pacific Highway. Municipality of Ku-ring.gai. Jacking of box
units for pedestrian subway at Pymble.
Pacific Highway. Shlre of Lake Macquarie. Supply and lay
uplo93010140mm asphaltkconcrete forreconstruction
south of Violet TM Rd. North Bolmont.
Pacific Highway. Shire of Lake Macquarie. Supply and lay
up to 7101 of lOmm and 20mm asphaltic concrete for
reconstruction south of Viokt TRd. North Bel.
mont.
Pacific Highway. Shire of Great Lakes. Supply and lay up
to 5 5 0 0 t of lOmm asphaltic concrete for pawment
strengthening at O'SuUivanr Gap, b e n 106.4 and
110.7 km north of Newartlo.
Shires of Manning and Great Lakes. Strengthening of piers
Nos. 3 0 . 3 1 . 3 2 and 33 on bridge w o r Wollomba R i r
bewen Tuncurry and Forster.
Municipality of Woohhra. Bondi Jurction %Pas.
Manufactureand delivery of a precast post.tensioned c o n
crete girder for pedestrian bridge over &-Pass at Nelson
9reet.
Municipality of Woollahra. Bondi Junction By-Pas.
Manufadure. d e h w and .Dbcins
for four
.
. of 92 grders
,.I
of \naduct. .
Shire of GosfordAvoca D-. Reconrtruction and widening
from Main Road No. 336 to Kincumber.
Shire of Snau, k r . Haulage of pavement material lo
various bcations.
Remarking of banwrse lines whh thermo lartic road mark.
hg 4at
pes in the b e . Parramatta.
BauUcham Hlfh and Hornsby areas.
Supply and M a t i o n of sprayabk thermopbrtic road
marWng rmderial on sekcted mads Whin me Parramana.
and Penrth areas.
StrathWd, Bbdd-

E.H. & P.H. Cufford

$31.600.00

K. & M. Haulage

$40500.00

Blue M&l and G r a d (North) PIY Ltd

$2S500.00

L.S. & W.R. Everett

f26500.00

DJ. & C.R. Barnes

$23,100.00

Bitupaw Ltd

i169500.00

Bipaw Ltd

548212.00

Btupaw Ltd

$48212.00

Boral Road Sen

2s

$76.440.00

Ply LI

Guyra Shire Council

$24.360.00

G.T. Cochrane and Co. Ply Ltd. Armidale

$221.600.00

Shorncliffe Ply Ltd

$73.708.15

Pipeline Boring Ply Ltd

$109.187.42

Bitupave Ltd

$28.458.00

Boral Road Resources PIY Ltd

$24.133.00

Boral R w d S-er

r200200.00

Ply Ltd

Rater a5

McConnoU Dowell Constructions Ltd

vhedulod in
tender

P a w n Bridge (N.S.W.)

$31.078.00

€P.M. Concrete Ply Ltd

$370318.00

Bitupavo

$58.140.00

PIY Ltd

W.H. Kn&s

555.OOO.00

Mercury linemarking

$31.944.00

Linemarking Sewker
MAIN RC

